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HYSEK
HYSEK - XRay Perpetual Calendar
Inspired by the historical design of the brand, the X-RAY Perpetual Calendar is the result of
thorough aesthetic research and design evolution where traditional watch making and high tech
style are perfectly merging, giving a unique and new vision of a watch of exception.
Inspired by the historical design of the brand, the X-RAY Perpetual Calendar is the result of thorough aesthetic research and design evolution
where traditional watch making and high tech style are perfectly merging, giving a unique and new vision of a watch of exception. X-RAY
Perpetual Calendar raises again the main details proper to HYSEK’s identity reinterpreted in a contemporary and modern style.
A deliberated choice of materials such as the 18k rose gold case, the double fold-over buckle in rubber with 18k rose gold H insert exclusive
to the brand or the high quality black rubber flanges strengthen the singular and refined style of the watch. This timepiece presents a
perpetual calendar function and a marvellous dial which lets appear the sophisticated and highly worked on movement thanks to some
openings in the dial. This model is produced in 18k rose gold only and is a limited series. Months and bissextile leap year indication at 12
o’clock, date indication at 3 O’clock, day counter at 9 o’clock and second GMT indication at 6 o’clock. An exceptional watch in perfect
continuity to HYSEK’s style which measures the eternal time.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
Case: 18k rose gold rectangular case. Flanges and crown dressed in high quality black rubber components. Dimensions: 51 x 41 x 13 mm.
Backside sapphire glass which enhances the details of the movement.
Crystal: Anti-reflection sapphire dial.
Water Resistance: 30 meters.
Movement: movement customized by HYSEK. Mechanical Automatic winding up. Size: 26 x 5 mm. Jewels: 21 jewels.
Functions: hours, minutes and perpetual calendar.
Autonomy: 42 hours.
Frequency: 28’800 vibrations per hour.
Strap: Black rubber strap with 18k rose gold H insert.
Clasp: Double fold over buckle exclusively HYSEK.
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